Purpose: Material decomposition using multienergy photon counting x-ray detectors (PCXD) has been an active research area over the past few years. Even with some success, the problem of optimal energy selection and three material decomposition including malignant tissue is still on going research topic, and more systematic studies are required. This paper aims to address this in a unified statistical framework in a mammographic environment. Methods: A unified statistical framework for energy level optimization and decomposition of three materials is proposed. In particular, an energy level optimization algorithm is derived using the theory of the minimum variance unbiased estimator, and an iterative algorithm is proposed for material composition as well as system parameter estimation under the unified statistical estimation framework. To verify the performance of the proposed algorithm, the authors performed simulation studies as well as real experiments using physical breast phantom and ex vivo breast specimen. Quantitative comparisons using various performance measures were conducted, and qualitative performance evaluations for ex vivo breast specimen were also performed by comparing the ground-truth malignant tissue areas identified by radiologists. Results: Both simulation and real experiments confirmed that the optimized energy bins by the proposed method allow better material decomposition quality. Moreover, for the specimen thickness estimation errors up to 2 mm, the proposed method provides good reconstruction results in both simulation and real ex vivo breast phantom experiments compared to existing methods. 
INTRODUCTION

35
Breast cancer is one of the most common cancers in women, 36 and the second leading cause of death among female can-37 cers. However, since it has over a 98% five-year survival rate 38 with early diagnosis, 1 Recently, material decomposition techniques using mul-51 tienergy x-ray sources or detectors have been demonstrated 52 without contrast media in spectral computed tomography 53 (CT) (Refs. 8-11) and mammography. 3, [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] In most spec-54 tral CT applications, a material decomposition method is ap-55 plied in the reconstructed image domain, [8] [9] [10] where each im-56 age domain pixel can be decomposed into a single material, 10 57 or two or more materials. [17] [18] [19] [20] In the projection domain, the 58 decomposition methods of two materials have been demon-59 strated by assuming that the x-ray attenuation coefficient is 60 composed of two bases, namely, photo-electric absorption 61 and Compton scattering. 13, 21, 22 Then, the so-called tissue can-62 cellation method removes the coefficients corresponding one 63 of those two bases as a weighted sum of two different en-64 ergy measurements. 13, 22 Other material decomposition of two 65 components has been also successfully demonstrated in mam-66 mography in terms of glandular ratio. [23] [24] [25] Dual energy ap-67 proach has been also successfully demonstrated for contrast 68 enhanced imaging applications to overcome the motion arti-69 facts, since dual energy material decomposition method can 70 eliminates the necessity of subtraction of a precontrast image. 71 Since each PCXD energy bin independently counts the 131 number of photons, the probability density function (pdf) for 132
STATISTICAL FRAMEWORK FOR MATERIAL
where λ i is the expected mean and variance of the ith energy 134 bin, and M is the total number of energy bins. For further sim-135 plification, the inverse log of normalized intensity is approx-136 imated as a linear combination of attenuation coefficients of 137 basis material
where A i is the ith row of matrix A, representing the effec-139 tive attenuation coefficients of basis material for the ith en-140 ergy bin, and b i refers to an offset for the linear approximation 141 of polychromatic measurement, which is originally nonlinear. 142 The meaning of the effective attenuation coefficient will be 143 further discussed later. Here, I i is the nominal number of pho-144 tons corresponding to the ith energy bin and t = [t 1 , ···, t K ] 
2.B. Energy level optimization
156
In previous research, x-ray dose or material contrast is 157 used to evaluate the energy level optimality in dual source 158 x-ray. 11, 31, 32 For the case of PCXD measurement in material 159 decomposition, Wang and Pelc proposed an optimal energy 160 000000-3 Choi et al.: Unified statistical framework for material decomposition using PCXD 000000-3 weight using sufficient statistics. 33 
167
More specifically, with the log-likelihood approximation 168 in Eq. (4), the approximated pdf is in the form of a multivari-
169
ate Gaussian distribution:
where the mean of y is At + b and its covariance matrix is 171 −1 . In particular, this pdf can be divided into terms that are 172 dependent and independent to the material thickness variable
According to the factorization theorem, 34 the sufficient statis-
Assuming that approximation (5) Eq. (4), the maximum likelihood (ML) estimatort is given by 
Therefore, the trace of a covariance matrix can be used as a 206 metric to minimize in calculating the optimal energy levels. 207 Note that the values of matrix depend on the object com-208 positions and total thickness. Accordingly, the object-specific 209 optimal energy threshold may be acquired by comparing 210 Eq. (8) Here, it is important to discuss the physical meaning of 216 minimizing Eq. (8). Assuming that the noise variance for se-217 lected energy bins is equal, the energy minimization is equiva-218 lent to minimizing tr{(A T A) −1 }. This implies that our optimal 219 energy level selection criterion makes each column of A as 220 independent as possible. Since each column of A represents 221 the absorption coefficients' variations according to the energy 222 level for each material (say, malignant, glandular, or adipose 223 tissue), the proposed optimal energy selection criterion selects 224 the energy levels that exhibits more distinct energy dependent 225 attenuation coefficient contrast between the materials. If the 226 energy dependent noise variances are not equal, the proposed 227 optimal energy selection takes the energy dependent noise 228 variance into consideration during the optimization step. 
MATERIAL DECOMPOSITION ALGORITHM
230
With an optimal energy level, our goal is to estimate the 231 thickness of material compositions. From the likelihood func-232 tion in Eq. (5), the cost function is given by
and C(A, b, t) needs to be minimized with respect to A, b, 234 and t. Since this optimization problem is highly nonconvex 235 with respect to A, b, and t, we employ calibration blocks 236 with known thickness {t b } B b=1 to convexify the problem. More 237 specifically, we first minimize the cost function for the cali-238 bration blocks via A and b. After solving Eq. (10) using a convex optimization 250 algorithm, Eq. (9) needs to be minimized using the estimated
251
A and b, which makes Eq. (9) now convex with respect to t.
252
The detailed procedures are described as follows. 
Equations (11) are rearranged in the summation form of a k 264 and b as
Note that Eqs. (12) can be represented in the form of 266 Mx = Z, where x is vectorized optimal attenuation coef-267
T , and M and Z are matrices 268 composed of , t, and y. Therefore, the optimal A and b are 269 estimated by rearrangement of M −1 Z.
270
An exemplary estimation of an attenuation coefficient 271 matrix using calibration block measurements is shown in 272 Fig. 1 Fig. 1(c) . More specifically, due to the peak-and tail-pileup,
281
PCXD counts relatively more photons on lower energy lev-282 els, while less photons are counted on higher energy levels. 
where attenuation coefficients A and offset b are estimated
294
by Eq. (10), and the positivity of t was imposed, as thick-
295
ness cannot be negative. Then, the physical meaning of our by considering noise statistics.
299
Note that the optimization problem (13) be discussed later, a specific initialization method is provided 314 to accelerate the convergence.
315
If the total thickness of target object T is known, the thick-316 ness of the Kth material can be expressed using the thick-317 nesses of other materials as
Eq. (5), the mean of y can be modified as
Based on this, the MVU estimator of t derived in Eq. (7) 320 can be redefined for the remaining (K − 1) basis material
whereỹ = y − a K T , and the matrixÃ is composed of atten-
In the following, detailed description of each step of the 325 proposed material decomposition algorithm will be provided.
326
Step1: Initial material decomposition using matching 327 pursuit (MP) 328 To accelerate the convergence, the following initialization 329 is used. To improve the decomposition accuracy of basis ma-330 terial, decomposed components are assumed to be sparse in 331 each material basis at each position. Then, an image corre-332 sponding to each material is extracted one by one using MP 333 that recursively finds the dominant bases of signals by corre-334 lating them with the residuals from the previous iteration in a 335 greedy manner.
40, 41
336
Suppose that the actual measurements are in the form of 337 a matrix whose columns correspond to multienergy measure-338 ment at each detector pixel: i.e., Y = [y 1 , . . . , y N ], where y i 339 refers to the measurement of the ith pixel and N is the number 340 of total detector pixels. Then, for the selection of dominant 341 bases, the most correlated base with the residual at all the 342 detector pixel measurements is found at each iteration. More 343 specifically, let the initial residual R 0 = Y. Then, the domi-344 nant basis a k p at the pth iteration is determined by finding the 345 most closely aligned basis with the residual at the (p−1)-th 346 iteration, denoted as R p−1 among k p ∈ J p−1 , where J p−1 de-347 notes the set of indices selected up to the (p−1)-th iteration. 348 The dominant basis a k p minimizes
where
refers the orthogonal complement of projection 350 defined as
Therefore, the index of dominant basis a k p is acquired by
where α = a T k a k . Then, the residual of the pth iteration and in-353 dex set are updated as
For the selected dominant basis, the estimator of material 355 thickness is acquired using Eq. (15) as
for each pixel. In the initialization stage, we just need an ap-357 proximate estimate; so if Eq. (19) provides a negative thick-358 ness, it is replaced by zero. More rigorous convex optimiza-359 tion with positivity constraint is performed later in the refine-360 ment stage.
361
If the total thickness T is known, the aforementioned 362 initialization procedure can be simplified by searching for 363 a k = a k − a K , where a K denotes the attenuation coefficients 364 of the Kth material. Figure 2 illustrates this initialization 365 procedure.
366
Step 2: Refinement with ICD method 367 As described above, the optimal t is acquired by solving 
IG. 2. Initialization of material decomposition algorithm using matching pursuit. Here, K = 3 and the total material thickness T is known.
for a given A and b. To deal with the non-negativity of the 
where e given by
Here, t 
k is obtained using 382 the initialization step described above. Similar ICD methods
383
can be implemented when the total thickness T is known. 
METHOD
385
To verify the proposed algorithm, numerical simulations 386 were first conducted using virtual breast phantoms. Then, real 387 experiments were performed using a physical breast phantom 388 as well as ex vivo specimens. 
4.A. Simulation environment
390
In the simulation, 600 × 600 detector pixels with 391 0.1 × 0.1 mm 2 resolution were used. The distance between 392 the source to the detector was set to 660 mm, and the ob-393 ject was assumed to be located on top of the detector. In the 394 simulated data, a virtual 3D breast phantom was used that was 395 composed of 500 × 400 voxels in the spatial domain with 3 396 or 5 cm thickness with 0.1 × 0.1 × 0.1 mm 3 voxel resolution. 397 The phantom was composed of 50% glandular and 50% adi-398 pose tissue. Although real breasts are reported to have more 399 adipose tissue than glandular tissue, 42 it is often difficult to 400 find the universally correct composition across all subjects; 401 so, in this paper, we simply assume that a breast tissue is com-402 posed by 50% of glandular and 50% of adipose tissue, and we 403 performed experiments under this assumption.
404
To evaluate the material decomposition quality under inho-405 mogeneous backgrounds, different patterns of glandular and 406 adipose tissue mixture were used as shown in Figs. 3(a) and 407 3(b). In our virtual phantom, 1-cm thickness muscle blocks 408 were inserted to represent malignant tissues in a breast. More 409 specifically, as shown in Fig. 3(a) , six 1-cm thickness mus-410 cle blocks were inserted with various diameters as 8, 6, 4, 3, 411 2, and 1 mm. The resulting slab was put at the bottom, and 412 background slabs were overlaid as shown in Fig. 3(b) . To be 413 consistent with real physical phantom experiments, we use 414 the attenuation curves provided by a physical phantom man-415 ufactured company, CIRS, Inc. (Norfolk, VA). The attenua-416 tion coefficients used for simulation are shown in Table I nential fitting curve is given as in form of
which is especially useful for mammography using a low en-436 ergy x-ray, as the attenuation curve significantly changes in 437 these regions. In Eq. (23), the parameters of κ and β were 438 easily solved using the attenuation coefficients at two differ-439 ent energy levels of E 1 and E 2 as
where (μ/ρ) 1 and (μ/ρ) 2 are corresponding attenuation coef-441 ficients of E 1 and E 2 , respectively. For a realistic simulation, 442 Poisson noises were added into the synthesized measurement 443 images. The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) was set to 40 dB in 444 the intensity domain. The SNR was computed as
where d 0 and d refer a noiseless image and a noisy image 446 in the intensity domain, respectively. The 40 dB SNR value 447 in simulation was determined considering the specification of 448 our real system that has 45 dB of SNR for a 10-25 keV energy 449 bin under 49 kVp with an 8 mAs dose. 
4.B. Real system environment
451
For real experiments, a customized energy resolving 452 PCXD was developed. The detector is composed of four-line 453 detector blocks with 256 Si pixel detectors per block. The de-454 tector pixel has 95 × 100 μm resolution and 5.75 mm thick-455 ness with edge-on geometry. Since we used line detectors 456 that had gaps between the lines, real experimental data often 457 exhibit some straight line discontinuity in the measurement, 458 which is one of the limitations of the current hardware sys-459 tem. For x-ray generation, a tungsten anode was used with 460 49 kVp and 20 mA. The x-ray tube inherently includes a Be 461 0.7 mm filter, and an Ag 0.03 mm filter was added as well. A 462 schematic image of our PCXD system is shown in Fig. 3(c) . In 463 this system, the shelf with an object is moving in the direction 464 of the arrow, while the source and line detector are fixed. For 465 to achieve the desired total thickness, as shown in Fig. 3(d) . 
4.C. Performance evaluation
516
In simulated data, the decomposed images were quantita-517 tively evaluated using the root mean squared error (RMSE),
518
percentage error (PE), and the contrast to noise ratio (CNR).
519
More specifically, the RMSE of material j is calculated by
where N is the number of pixels; t j,i and g j,i refer to the de-521 composed thickness and the ideal thickness of the ith pixel of 522 the jth material, respectively. After calculating the RMSE is 523 for each material, we calculate the average RMSE including 524 all K materials, as follows:
We also calculated the percentage error using the following 526 formula:
where RMSE obj j refers to the RMSE of material j of the se-528 lected region whose ground truth is not zero;ḡ is the average 529 ground truth thickness of the selected region. Note that this 530 percentage error can only be calculated for the object regions 531 where the ground-truth value is nonzero. The CNR was cal-532 culated by
where S and N refer to the intensities of the signal and the 534 noise, respectively, and σ is the noise standard deviation.
535
In real experiments, detection of malignant tissue was 536 qualitatively evaluated based on its known location. In ex vivo 537 data, a radiologist finds the tumors and then marks their lo-538 cations, which were used as the ground truth for the ma-539 lignant tissue locations. More specifically, after the multi-540 energy system measurement, the specimens were imaged us-541 ing a conventional digital mammography with a dual-track 542 anode tube (GE Senographe DS), and a radiologist marked 543 the malignant region on the enhanced images. These marked 544 images are used as ground-truth for qualitative performance 545 evaluation.
546
The proposed material decomposition results are then 547 compared to those obtained with conventional inverse map-548 ping methods in Kappadath et al. 14 and Laidevantet al. 16 Both 549 algorithms represent the material thickness in polynomials 550 using dual energy measurements, and the polynomial coef-551 ficients were estimated based on calibration phantom mea-552 surement. In previous works, dual source measurements were 553 applied, so if multienergy measurements of a PCXD system 554 are applied, more polynomial coefficients are required. There-555 fore, to compare our results to previous methods, we selected 556 two energy bins out of our PCXD measurements for previous 557 methods. To minimize the attenuation coefficient correlation 558 between measurements in order to allow for a fair compari-559 son, bins corresponding to the lowest and the highest energy 560 ranges were selected, which provides the best decomposition 561 results among possible choices. 
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
563
5.A. Simulation results
564
The minimum bound of the energy threshold was set to 565 10 keV to avoid the dark current that exists up to 6 keV 566 in our PCXD system. The optimal energy level, listed in 567 where an arbitrarily selected energy bin has almost four times 592 larger trace value when compared to that of the optimal en-593 ergy threshold.
594
Material decompositions using the optimized energy level 595 and arbitrarily selected energy thresholds are compared in 596 Fig. 4 for the decomposition of a 3-cm virtual breast phan-597 tom in simulation. In the simulation, theoretical optimal en-598 ergy levels [10-23, 23-35, 35-49] keV were applied because 599 we do not need to consider hardware limitations in a com-600 puter simulation. Arbitrarily chosen energy levels were set to 601 [10-30, 30-40, 40-49] keV. More background contamination 602 was observed in the muscle image from the arbitrarily se-603 lected energy levels than that from the optimal energy bins, as 604 shown in Fig. 4 . To make the difference clearer, the areas with 605 more background contamination are shown in zoom and the 606 specific regions are indicated by arrows, as shown in Fig. 4 . 607 The corresponding RMSE values confirm the validity of the 608 energy optimization algorithm, as described in Table IV . In 609 addition, CNR values are compared as shown in Table IV for 610 the case of muscle blocks. Here, the noise level is calculated 611 from the whole background region, excluding muscle loca-612 tion from the muscle decomposition image. For the CNR of 613 ROI 1 and ROI 2, values of S were calculated by averaging 614 the values obtained from white boxes 1 and 2, respectively, in 615 Fig. 4 . As described before, we minimized the average RMSE 616 values for all materials simultaneously rather than for specific 617 materials; hence, there are cases in which a RMSE value for 618 a specific material basis can be larger than its counter-part 619 obtained from the nonoptimized energy level (for example, 620 the RMSE value for muscle from a 3-cm phantom in 621  Table IV ). However, average RMSE values are consistently 622 better than those of the nonoptimized energy level. We could 623 have changed the energy level optimization criterion to min-624 imize the RMSE error for a specific material basis by min-625 imizing the corresponding diagonal component of the error 626 covariance matrix. However, this would have been at the cost 627 of increasing of average RMSE values across multiple mate-628 rial bases, which we tried to avoid. 
646
To quantify the decomposition accuracy of various total 647 thickness and glandular/adipose ratio, we performed another 648 simulation experiment using a virtual phantom including 16 649 blocks, as similar to above experiment. Each blocks are com-650 posed of varying adipose ratio from 20% to 80%; and their 651 thicknesses vary between 3 and 6 cm, while the thickness of 652 muscle is set to 1 cm. Figure 6 illustrates the material decomposition results 654 along with the ground-truth. In every case, the muscle is 655 decomposed quite well. While the decomposition results of 656 glandular and adipose are not good for higher ratio of adi-657 pose, we can still identify their locations qualitatively in the 658 decomposition results.
653
659
To test the robustness of the assumed total thickness in our 660 algorithm, the material decomposition results were compared 661 according to the error of the assumed total thickness. The 662 RMSE values, depending on the total thickness variation, are 663 
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5.B. Real experiments
672
Material decompositions using the optimized energy level Table I . 682 Hence, we considered these materials to be the same ma-683 terials and decomposed them into the same muscle basis. 684 With the arbitrarily chosen energy levels, [10-30, 30-40, 685 40-49] keV, the malignant tissue image has more background 686 noise than that of the optimal energy measurement decom-687 position, as indicated by the arrows in the magnified view 688 of the malignant tissue image. These results confirm that 689 the proposed energy optimization method is indeed useful in 690 practice. 
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730
The total thickness accuracy has been also tested on 731 ex vivo data to confirm the simulation results in a real en-732 vironment. As shown in Fig. 12, decomposed There exists many source of performance differences be- Table I . This leads to tr{(A T A) −1 } = 3.0377 × 10 5 in P-W-761 L compositions, while it is 1.1627 × 10 6 in M-G-A com-762 position as given in Table III . This implies that the M-763 G-A decomposition is more difficult than that of P-W-L 764 decomposition.
765
Note that in Table V this is not a simple matter of off-sets, we may need a more so-778 phisticated technique to correct this problem, which is beyond 779 the scope of this paper.
780
As shown in numerical simulation results in Fig. 7 
855
In simulation study, we observed that there still exist sig-856 nificant errors in quantitative values from the proposed mate-857 rial decomposition results. However, considering that this is 858 a single view imaging rather than a tomographic method and 859 that the linear attenuation curves for some materials are quite 860 similar, the estimation problem is severely ill-posed and there 861 may exist a fundamental performance limit for estimating the 862 thickness accurately. Therefore, we are not claiming that the 863 main contribution of this work is the tomographic accuracy of 864 the thickness estimation in an absolute sense; rather, we claim 865 that the proposed method provides better results compared to 866 those of existing methods in many aspects.
867
Although the decomposed material accuracy depends on 868 the thickness error, for errors of up to 2 mm thickness, the pro-869 posed method in many aspects provides good reconstruction 870 results in both simulation and real ex vivo breast phantom ex-871 periments, especially compared to existing methods. Hence, 872 we believe that the proposed method has great potential to 873 detect carcinoma tissue from breast tissue through three ma-874 terial decomposition. Moreover, as the proposed method re-875 quires fewer parameters and provides a unified optimization 876 framework for various system calibrations, we believe that our 877 algorithm is quite useful in practice. 
